
For each problem, make an estimate and solve. Then answer the questions.

1  Margaret and her friend have two summer job offers. A job babysitting is for 8 hours each 
week. With Margaret and her friend both working this job, they would earn $208 each week. 
A summer camp job is for 7 hours each week, and together they would earn $210 each 
week. Which job pays more per hour for each girl? How much more per hour? 

 Estimate: 

 

 

 The  job pays more per hour. It pays $  more per 
hour per girl.

 Equation with letter for unknown: 

2  Anna wants to put 72 baseball cards in an album. A square album fits 4 cards per page and 
a rectangular album fits 5 cards per page. How many more pages will she need to fit all the 
cards if she uses the square album rather than the rectangular album? 

 Estimate: 

 

 

 The square album takes  more pages than the rectangular album.

 What did you do with any remainders you found? 
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3  Jeremiah and Geoff are raising money for the Art Club. Jeremiah raised $117 selling 9 raffle 
tickets. Geoff raised $144 selling 8 fruit baskets. Which cost more, a raffle ticket or a fruit 
basket? How much more?  

 Estimate: 

 

 

 The  are $  more than the .

 Equation with letter for unknown:  

4  Jessica is in charge of a big summer concert in the park. She is planning for 400 people to 
attend. She can seat 252 people in the stands, which fit 7 people per row. The remaining 
people must sit on folding chairs, which can be set up in rows of 9. How many total rows of 
people will be at the concert?    

 Estimate: 

 

 

 There will be  rows of people. 

 What did you do with any remainders you found? 
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